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Happy 2021
MMOPA Members!

I

must offer my sincere apology for the lateness of this issue of MMOPA Magazine.
Like a lot of things that happened in 2020, best intentions did not render desired
results. And my year did not end anywhere near how I intended.
On November 29, I was preparing to move my aircraft from its home field in
Rogers, AR, to Columbia, MO, to start a major avionics upgrade (G500TXi, new
autopilot and more!) It was a picture-perfect VFR day that even promised a tailwind.
Still, I had this feeling like something was off. It wasn’t the airplane – it was me,
although I couldn’t put my finger on what it was.
On the flight up, the feeling continued to worsen. I was doubly diligent with the
checklist and after checking gear down at least 10 times, I landed and taxied to the
ramp. My husband, who was chasing me in another airplane, hadn’t arrived yet, so
after exchanging a quick thumbs-up with the linesperson, I began cleaning up the
cockpit. In this COVID era, I have gotten in the habit of wiping down the cockpit
surfaces with disinfecting wipes. As an Angel Flight Central pilot, I am required to
follow a cleaning regimen before and following a mission and concerned that my
nagging feeling was the signal of an oncoming cold or worse, I was diligent in cleaning
everywhere I touched and even where I didn’t.
After my husband arrived, he dropped the keys in the avionics shop maildrop, and
we headed home. Feeling chilled, I opened a thermos of coffee I had brought along. I
couldn’t smell or taste it.
You can probably already guess where this is going. Four days later, I tested positive
for COVID-19. That odd feeling I felt was the beginning of one of the worst illnesses
I have ever experienced. Thankfully, my doctor was quick with prescribed steroids,
antibiotics, and an inhaler. I didn’t require hospitalization, and I recovered at home
although I did develop pneumonia. To keep tabs during the darkest hours, I drew on
several tools in my pilot bag, including a pulse/oximeter to monitor oxygen saturation
levels and heart rate. My doctor warned me that if my O2 dropped below 90, to head
for the ER. Mine hovered in the low 90s for a few days, so I didn’t hesitate in taking a
few hits from portable O2 that we, fortunately, had available.
Now that I’m on the backside, I have a new respect for this virus and encourage you
to keep following the guidelines regarding masks, distancing, and crowds, and don’t
let your guard down. I did, and I paid. With several vaccines coming available, I am
hopeful we will be able to put this pandemic behind us later this year.

2021 Convention Rescheduled For Fall
If we’ve learned anything over the past year, flexibility is essential. As our
conventions are planned several years in advance, we had intended to hold our 2021
event the last week in April in Nashville. Knowing that the pandemic will not be
behind us by then, the Board of Directors elected to move the event to the fall. Bill
Alberts was able to negotiate with the JW Marriott-Nashville to reschedule our event
Sept. 2-4, 2021. We will have an excellent event jampacked with excellent speakers,
breakouts and social events in the heart of Lower Broadway country music district.
Mark your calendars and expect much more details to come.

Time to Unground Myself
Now that I am well, my wonderful new avionics upgrade awaits me in Columbia,
MO. When am I fit to fly? The FAA guidance is relatively broad: If a pilot required
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

by Ryan Oltman

An Update on
Your Association

I

hope everyone had a healthy, wonderful Christmas and
holiday season. God willing 2021 will be a healthier,
stronger and more prosperous year for everyone.

In November, the Board of Directors held a virtual
meeting to cover several topics and review how we had
managed 2020. While I am not providing official minutes
here, I am reviewing my notes.

The convention numbers have come in and by all
accounts the MMOPA virtual convention was a success.
The convention was on budget and we were able to reach
a much larger audience than our in-person conventions.
Almost 95% of the members who signed up attended a live
portion of the convention on both days and 11% of those
who signed up were from outside the United States.
From a membership standpoint, MMOPA has continued
to grow in size and continues to reach a larger segment of
the PA46 owners. The Lifetime memberships have become
a populator option, and we have signed up more than 80
Lifetime Members.
Piper Aircraft was a guest for a portion of the Board
meeting and we thank them for attending and providing
an update. Piper was able to review their recent build
numbers and forecasts their orders increasing in 2021. In
addition, Piper with Legacy Flight Training is introducing
M600 simulator training at locations in Arizona and
Florida. The new Frasca simulator cockpit is built upon
the Piper M600 S/N #1. Several issues were discussed with
the board including the low adoption rate of the Meridian
G1000NXi upgrade STC, the Meggitt/Genesys DAU, and
the M600 lift detector failure rates.
Bill Alberts was able to review MMOPA’s outstanding
signed contracts for convention venues through 2023. The
venues include wonderful destinations like Nashville, the
Greenbrier and the Broadmoor; however, the contractual
obligations MMOPA has with these locations will keep us
holding a typical convention for the immediate future. We
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have tentatively moved the dates for the 2021 convention
in Nashville at the JW Marriott to the week of Sept. 2-4 in
order to guarantee a successful convention. MMOPA will
not be abandoning things we learned from our virtual
convention; we can expect exciting things as we explore
integrating facets of our virtual convention into the
in-person event.
The MMOPA group requires effort by a team of
individuals. First and foremost is our executive director,
Dianne White. In addition, our Board of Directors
provides oversight and support for Dianne. The Board
should be made up of a solid cross section of our members
and over the years several have provided their skills and
insight to the organization. First, I would like to thank
Paul Himes, a long time MMOPA member, for completing
his full term on the board. Paul, as many of you know,
played a critical role working with key groups and FBOs
for hurricane relief to the Bahamas. In addition, as a
Meridian owner, Paul has assisted in exploring options
for the Meggitt DAU. Paul’s charismatic personality was
best seen when he, and his colleague Lauren Duvall,
interviewed our two scholarship winners for the virtual
convention this year. Cheers!
The Board appointed two new members onto the board.
John Granmayeh, is a MMOPA Lifetime Member and
co-owns an M600 with MMOPA member Joel Mack.
Victor Rivas, also a Lifetime Member, is a Mirage owner
from Long Island, New York. After earning his Master
Aviator wings, Victor has become a CFI and PA46
instructor as a second career. He is passionate about
training and safety, but most importantly learning how
to be a better pilot and instructor. Please reach out and
thank them for volunteering to play a key role in shaping
MMOPA’s future. I look forward to working with our
new and returning MMOPA board members in the
coming months.

Piper PA46 Specialists • Annual Maintenance • Pre-Buy Inspections • Aircraft Sales
UPDATES
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Welcome New MMOPA Members
Craig Adams, Collinston, UT
Shellie Fountain, Fredericksburg, VA
Alan Akre, Blaine, MN
Karl Gardner, Peachtree City, GA
Pierfrancesco Angeleri, Roma, Italy
Steve Gascho, Hutchinson, KS
Zac Armstrong, Seguin, TX
Asser Ghazouly, Grande Prairie, Alberta, Canada
David Asbery, Mt Vernon, AL
Donald Givogue, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Bruce Barker, Carmel, IN
Brian Goodman, Fort Smith, AR
Jeremy Behler, Kohler, WI
Tom Goodwyn, Las Vegas, AL
Peter Benker, Alpine, CA
Mark Greksa, Dillon, AL
Anthony Biddulph, West Dean, Wiltshire, GB
Tony Hale, Temple, TX
Mark Bielstein, Dunbar, PA
Roger Hatch, Show Low, AZ
Jess Brekke, Devils Lake, ND
JP Hernandez, Nantucket, MA
Bernd Buchholz, Meerbusch, Germany
David Hill, Salado, TX
Brian Bufkin, Daphne, AL
Todd Hoffman, Telluride, CO
Gary Bulzan, Chardon, OH
Willard Hunnewell, Edina, MN
Aaron Burns, Meadow Vista, CA
Eric Jarema, Boyne Falls, MI
Cory Calvin, Fort Lupton, CO
Ray Kelley, Gainesville, GA
Max Cantor, Miami, FL
Bradley Kirzner, Alexandria, LA
Timothy Carlyle, Morristown, TN
Marlin Kling, Bismarck, ND
Rob Ceravolo, Plantation, FL
Michael Koonce, Berkeley, CA
Donald Chapel, Bourg, LA
Jeff Ludlam, Oklahoma City, OK
Paul Cissel, Vero Beach, FL
Ryan Manor, Bartlesville, OK
Michael Costanzo, Brentwood, TN
Marc McDermont, LasVegas, NV
Craig Daniels, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
Michael Medors, Johnstown, OH
Martyn Dawes, London, London, GB
Pedro Metnek, Neto Uniao da Vitoria, Brazil
Anthony Drake, Oconomowoc, WI
Roy Mitchell, Cincinnati, OH
Mark Eskenazi, Boca Raton, FL
Mark Morcomb, Minnetonka, AL
John Farrish, Atlanta, GA
Thomas Nalevanko, Alpine, WY
Simon Fawcett, North Yorkshire, GB
Steve Nedrelow, Willmar, MN
Daniel Flanders, Oxford, MI
Bradley Newberry, Springfield, MO
John Fontaine, Oxford, OH
Darren Nikkel, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada

John Owen, Liberty, MO
Sandip Patel, Waldorf, MD
Charlie Patton, San Francisco, CA
Tom Patzke, Oro Valley, AZ
Michael Robinson, Elk City, OK
Philip Roholt, N Canton, OH
Bryan Rose, Lubbock, TX
Tim Rylko, Park Ridge, IL
Jonathan Schaff, Belgrade, MT
Marek Sedliak Bansk√, Bystrica, Slovakia
Pedro Serrano, Santiago, Chile
Brian Sires, Cedar Falls, IA
Scott & Susan Smith, Grand Junction, CO
Jeff Smith, Scottsdale, AZ
Nathan Staley, Arvada, CO
Aaron Stanger, Elkhorn, AL
Richard Stansley, Sylvania, OH
Jaime Steel Potter, Casstown, OH
Milan Susa, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Christopher Taravella, Denver, CO
John Tippett, Fort Mill, SC
David Tuckerman, Lafayette, CA
Michael Vetter, Northville, MI
Vitaly Vinogradov, Miami Beach, FL
Damon Wack, Port St Lucie, FL
Tim Walter, San Rafael, CA
Dustin Wheeler, Hinton, OK
Thomas Witt, Berlin, Germany
Virgil Young, North Little Rock, AR

*As of January 18 2021

Lifetime
Members
Thank you for your support of MMOPA and its mission of safety, advocacy & community.
Craig Adams
Edward Angel
Jay Asdell
Tom Ball
Dave Bennett
Stephen Bobko-Hillenaar
Michael Boyer
Rick Bryan
Joe Casey
Manuel Casiano
Rick Converse
Ed Cooper
Manuel David
Mark Donnelly
Mark Doutt
Todd Duellman
Ronen Elefant
Jack Finch
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Andrew Fleming
Roger Florkiewicz
Joseph Fluet
Eugene Fraser
Dr. Klaus Gerecht
Donald Goldberg
S. John Granmayeh
Carl Griffith
Brandon Hansen
Shea Hensley
Jason Hills
Paul Himes
John Huss
David Irvine
Larry Jackson
Christopher Jaggers
Charles Jones
Friedrich K√∂ster

J A N U A R Y

/

Jim Kelly
Chase Key
Soeren Klein
Edouard Kohler
Chris Krein
Donald Kukla
Lester J. Kyle, Jr
William (Bill) Laxson
Brandon Lewis
Jack Lohmann
Robert Luhrs
Kevin MacDonald
Edmund (Ned) Markey III
Jeff McAllister
Scott McKeever
Carl McQuillen
David McVinnie
Michael Megler
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Peter Milnes
Angel Mulkay
Mark Nielsen
Ryan Oltman
Tony Overfield
Todd Raabe
David Randall
Tim Ray
Paul Rekieta
P. N. Risser
Victor Rivas
Richard Rogers
Joey Sager
Douglas Scheid
Herbert Schiffer
Jeff Schweitzer
Brian Scott
Derek Shires

John Siner
Scott & Susan Smith
Andreas Sokhegyi
Jeffrey Storey
Russ Stromberg
Bill Sutherland
Barry Taft
Dennis Thakor
Terry Theken
Carl Thompson
Mark van Berkel
Matt Vitale
Dan Vivoli
Fred Weibel
Jim Yankaskas

Skytech
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MMOPA Member Guide
Malibu M-Class Owners & Pilots Association

MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and
best practice documents, checklists, POH’s and guides.
In addition, there are training and safety content,
Service Bulletin information and back issues of
MMOPA Magazine. New resources are continually
added and updated.

13863 Sunset Bay Blvd.
Rogers, AR 72756
www.mmopa.com
mmopasafety.org
MMOPA Executive Director
Dianne White
dwhite@mmopa.com

ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars,
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers.

The Malibu M-Class (MMOPA) is a not-for-profit
organization dedicated to the interests and safety of
owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP, Matrix, M350, M500
& M600) aircraft. MMOPA was founded in 1988, and now
serves nearly 1,000 members. MMOPA is not affiliated with
the Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other manufacturer/vendor.

MMOPA SAFETY & EDUCATION FOUNDATION: A 501(c)(3)
charitable entity, the Foundation is an independent entity
that is dedicated to engaging with MMOPA members to
help them operate their PA46 aircraft in the safest possible
manner. The foundation’s sole purpose is to promote,
support and fund safety initiatives, programming, resources
and tools. In addition, it may include direct vouchers to
MMOPA members who attend qualifying training programs.

Membership is available to any registered or
prospective owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft or
any qualifying individual or organization involved with or
providing a service for the PA46 family of aircraft. Dues
are $275 of which $60 is applied toward your subscription
to MMOPA Magazine. Members also have access to
the MMOPA members website and forums, Jeppesen
subscription discounts, and eligibility to attend MMOPA
events and activities (additional fees may apply to some
events).

GARMIN ONEPAK/PILOT DISCOUNT: A MMOPA-exclusive
program. Members receive discounts on OnePak U.S. &
Americas Standard + FlightCharts, and Garmin Pilot & Pilot
U.S. Premium.

Member-Only Benefits & Services

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics,
absorb information or get any question answered.
MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal
issues and general membership.
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JEPPESEN SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT: Members receive
a 20% discount off annual data subscription and 50%
off Trip Kits for electronic charts outside your standard
geographic region for 28 days. Also 10% off training and
pilot supplies.
MMOPA Training Directory: MMOPA Vendor Members
who have represented that they offer type-specific initial and
recurrent PA46 training with an insurance-approved syllabus.
MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft,
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in
this online listing service.
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Continued from page 3
treatment but was not hospitalized and otherwise recovered
well, they can “unground” themselves and return to the
cockpit. At the next flight physical, the pilot should report the
illness, treatment, and the AME will note that they recovered
well. A hospitalization is a reportable event to the FAA at
the next flight physical, and you’ll have to gather all of the
relevant records, test results, and follow-up for your AME.
If no medical deficits are present at that time, the AME will
issue a medical.
If the pilot faced a challenging recovery and treatment,
it’s a little less clear when it’s okay to return to the cockpit.
The experts I’ve spoken with said to first visit your doctor to
review pulmonary, neurological, and/or cardiovascular status.
You want to make sure you’ve fully recovered or continuing
to improve if there are lingering effects. I had a cough and
mental fogginess that gradually got better, but I still do not
have my sense of smell or taste. When a pilot is actually ready
to return to flying is the moving target that many of us who
were infected are chasing.
At the end of the day, I talked to my AME so assured that
I’m safe to return to flight status. However, I will have a bit of
rust on my skills to knock off.
Here’s to a safe, successful 2021 full of new adventures, fun
MMOPA get-togethers and aviation memories!

Texas Top Aviation

R.C. Avionics
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SAFETY

Master Aviator
Program Quick
Reference Guide
MMOPA
Safety
Committee
Joe Casey,
Committee Chair, PA46 CFI
Ryan Oltman,
MMOPA President
Charlie Precourt,
former space
shuttle commander,
CJP safety committee
chair, former PA46 owner
Dave Bennett,
MMOPA Director
Hank Gibson, CFI
Bill Inglis, CFI
David McVinnie, CFI/DPE
David Purvis, CFI

Ending PA46 Accidents
The Master Aviator Program is a
safety initiative that addresses key
areas of flight operation that directly
contribute to increased safety of the
PA46 pilot. It provides a path forward
for training beyond the insurancerequired annual recurrent event.
Developed through accident
analysis and collaboration of
the MMOPA Safety Committee,

Areas of Emphasis
1. Pilot Flight Experience – Many
pilots in the PA46 community are
not flying often enough. Those
pilots that average more than 100
hours in the previous year tend
to perform well at training events.
There appears to be an exponential
decrease in piloting performance
for those pilots that average
less than 100 hours/year, and a
minimal increase in performance
for those pilots that fly more
than 100 hours/year. MMOPA
encourages pilots to fly more than
100 hours/year.
2. Awareness and understanding
of the stall/spin accident – A stall/
spin accident in a PA46 always
results in a fatality. Oftentimes the
stall/spin accident is precipitated
by other factors in flight
(engine loss of power, autopilot
mishandling, icing conditions,
skidding turn, etc.), but the end
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the program honors those pilots
who elect to participate and
rewards those who progress
through the three levels:
Aviator, Senior Aviator and Master
Aviator.
Members will be awarded
their “Wings” during the opening
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Convention.
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result is always a fatal stall/spin if
the pilot mishandles the situation,
especially from low altitude. The
instructors seek to increase the
understanding of the stall/spin
accident and also provide a greater
understanding of the proper
recovery from a stall/spin situation.
3. Flight operations in the runway
environment – There are far too
many accidents in and around
the runway, oftentimes during
the takeoff or landing phase of
flight. These accidents are rarely
fatal, often costly, and entirely
preventable. They include nose
gear collapses, brake failures,
crosswind landing mishaps, tire
failures, and poor flight technique
(improper/poor rudder control
and/or drift from centerline) near
the runway.

Master Aviator Requirements

Aviator

Senior Aviator Master Aviator

Master Aviator Retention

InsuranceApproved Training

Complete initial
training program

At least one
recurrent event

At least 2 recurrent events in
the last 2 years.

Continued annual recurrent

PA46 Flight
Experience

100 hours

200 hours

300 hours

100/hours per year

Mid-Year Training Event

Upset/Recovery
(Stall-spin) Training

Tailwheel
Endorsement

Additional training event (new
rating, license, course, etc.)

Completed Aviator
requirements

Completed Senior Aviator
requirements

*Mid-Year
Supplemental
Training
Progression
Convention
Attendance

MMOPA Convention attendance required within the last 3 years

Accident/Incident
History

No accidents/incidents or infractions within the last 3 years.

Attendance encouraged

* Mid-Year Supplemental Training will greatly increase the knowledge and skills of PA46 pilots, especially pilots new
to the PA46. MMOPA strongly encourages pilots to attend Mid-year training provided by approved vendors. Ideally
this training will occur within 4-8 months after initial or annual recurrent training. A Mid-Year training event must be
approved by the Safety Committee. Approved events include the MMOPA Safety Stand Down, MMSTF, John’s
Class, or approved curriculum taught by a MMOPA-endorsed CFI.

MMOPA $400 Stipend
MMOPA believes in the training required to achieve the status of Master Aviator. As such, MMOPA will
assist MMOPA members in the pursuit of the Wings by providing stipends to assist in the payment for
some training events. $400 Stipends are available with the following guidelines and stipulations:
• Only one can be used each year
by any MMOPA member;
• A request must be submitted
through the MMOPA
Executive Director;
• Stipends will only be awarded at
approved training vendors;
• The Stipend will only be awarded to
those pursuing the requirements of
the Master Aviator Program.
Apply for the Master Aviator Award online by going to:

www.mmopa.com/safety/master-aviator-program
/master-aviator-award-application
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UPDATES

MMOPA Appoints Two
New Board Members
Victor Rivas (Lifetime Member)

has been appointed MMOPA Board Member by the Board
of Directors. A CFI (ASEL/AMEL) and commercial-rated
pilot, Victor is currently a partner of Global Aviation
Training Academy also known as GATA. GATA
was started by Victor and a group of veterans from
Flight Safety International and is currently offering an
FAA-approved Aircraft Dispatcher Certification Course
with a CFI academy and PA46 training program pending.
His previous career was as a managing partner/owner of
a NASDAQ Broker/Dealer and currently a general partner/
owner of an investment fund. He resides on Long Island
with his family and enjoy skiing with them in Vermont.
Victor, who earned his Master Aviator wings in
2019, looks forward to contributing to MMOPA safety
initiatives. “Joe Casey and Dianne White were some of
the individuals who truly inspired me to really pursue my
passion for aviation training,” he added.

Victor Rivas (pictured above at left) completed
upset recovery and spin training as part of the
Master Aviator Program.

S. John
Granmayeh
(Lifetime
Member)

was also appointed
to the MMOPA
Board. John is a
co-owner of a 2016
M600 with fellow
MMOPA member,
Joel Mack. John
and Joel purchased
N79LG for strictly
pleasure purposes
in March of 2019 and have together logged more than 500
hundred hours flying it since. John joined MMOPA in 2018.
John has taken advantage of the tremendous range
and capabilities of the M600 to regularly fly with his wife
and daughters from his home base of Houston Executive
Airport (KTME) to such destinations as California,

Colorado, Mexico, and NYC. John and his high schoolage daughter (as his flight assistant) also participate in the
Angel Flight South Central program flying patients to/from
the Texas Medical Center.
John grew up in Houston, and fell in love with aviation
as a child, and looked for any opportunity to spend time
plane-watching at nearby airports. Although his immigrant
parents forbade him from pursuing an aviation career after
high school and insisted that he get a “real degree and a
real job,” John’s passion for aviation remained. During
law school, John cashed his first paycheck from his first
summer law clerkship and went directly to Fletcher Flight
School at Hobby Airport and embarked on his journey as
a pilot, training in Grumman Cheetahs and Tigers while
navigating amongst the big iron commercial jets at Hobby
airport. John earned his PPL in 1996 before graduating law
school later that year. After graduation, John continued
flying various Cessna high-wing models. He took a hiatus
from flying between 2002-2013, as his legal career took
him to overseas assignments in, Aberdeen, Scotland; Doha,
Qatar; and Moscow, Russia.

Both Board members will be submitted for confirmation at the next Membership Meeting,
which will occur at the 2021 Convention.
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UPDATES

MMOPA 2021
CONVENTION

POSTPONED TO AUTUMN

T

he MMOPA 2021 convention, which was scheduled for April 29 – May
1, has been postponed due to the uncertainty surrounding the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic. The convention will be held Sept. 2-4, 2021 at the
JW Marriott in downtown Nashville, TN.
JW Marriott is the Music City’s first luxury hotel and is directly across from
the Music City Center and two blocks from the historic Lower Broadway. The
33-story glass tower offers a skyline view from all guest rooms, and features a
rooftop terrace, full-service spa, and museum-worthy collection of modern art.
The host airport will be the Smyrna Airport (KMQY) southeast of the
city. It has two runways 14/32 and 1/19, which are 8,038 and 5,546 feet in
length respectively.
“It’s always a tough decision to move our annual convention, but considering
that the vaccine may not be fully distributed across the population by April, it
makes sense to move it a few months back to ensure we can hold a great event,”
said Executive Director Dianne White. “We are working to finalize the details
and will share information with the membership in the next couple of months.”

MUNCIE AVIATION
ACQUIRES DMFS

M

uncie Aviation Company (MAC) announced the acquisition of
Des Moines Flying Service (DMFS), a step that merges two of the
longest-standing Business and General Aviation sales and service
centers in the world. The transaction was completed on January 1st, 2021.
Established in 1939 by Howard Gregory, DMFS has evolved into one of
the largest general aviation sales and service outlets worldwide. DMFS is
an Authorized HondaJet Dealer, and notably has been an Authorized Piper
Aircraft Dealer for over 75 years. Collectively DMFS has sold and supported
thousands of new and used aircraft to customers all around the globe.
As the longest-ranking Piper dealer in the world, Muncie Aviation Company
will be further bolstering its sales and service capabilities with the acquisition of
Des Moines Flying Service. The two working as one will solidify their legacies for
years to come.
Muncie Aviation leadership will fill the executive DMFS roles, with
Steve Thompson acting as President and Martin Ingram as Chairman.
“We would like to thank Don Jay and John Lowe of Des Moines Flying Services
for making this win-win acquisition possible. We look forward to taking our
common values and business drives and expanding on DMFS’s already considerable abilities,” said Steve Thompson. “The DMFS team has much to be proud of,
and my teammates and I look forward to working with them as partners.”
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UPDATES

Initial / Recurrent
Flight Training

AIR JOURNEY
IMPLEMENTS
COVID-19
PROTOCOLS

Malibu – Mirage – Matrix
Meridian – JetPROP

AS OPERATIONS RE-OPEN IN 2021

M350-M500-M600
Garmin G500/600 legacy & Txi
Tutt
RJ Tutt
Aviation
Serving the West Coast Since 2000
Insurance Approved!

A

RJ Tutt Aviation
Stockton, CA (KSCK)
209-482-7433
rjtuttaviation@comcast.net
www.rjtuttaviation.com

s a plane owner, have you been
eager to travel, but uncertain of
viable destinations and overwhelmed with establishing measures
to keep you and your passengers safe
and protected during the pandemic?
Trip planning and safety preparation
in private plane travel has reached
an unprecedent level of difficulty for
aircraft owners. Air Journey has taken
new considerations in their itinerary
creation and implemented COVID-19 protocols before and
during the Journeys in order to provide clients and their
traveling companions the safest environment during these
unusual times.
When creating itineraries, Air Journey clients can expect
the following:
o Hotels with open-concepts – ideally with individually
standing rooms;
o Secluded / rural destinations;
o Small boutique hotels;
o Thoroughly vetted hotels with strict COVID-19 protocols in place;
o Private airport transfers;
o All open- air / outside dining options;
o Socially distanced activities available.
While embarking on a Journey and during travel,
clients will receive:
o PCR COVID19 test required within 7 days or less of the
Journey’s departure;
o Rapid Antigen COVID19 test in Journey departure
city to ensure no participants launch on Journey with
positive results;
o Daily temperature checks at breakfast;
o Masks and hand sanitizer supplied by Air Journey.
For over 20 years, Air Journey has been the world’s leader
in escorted flying Journeys, delivering exhilarating flying
experiences to the world’s greatest destinations. Additionally,
Air Journey’s Concierge Service allows pilots to design their
perfect Journey with the freedom of their dates, their destinations and their budget.
For more information on Air Journey, visit their website at
www.AirJourney.com, or call 561.841.1551.
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SAFETY

Friction in the Quadrant
by Joe Casey

S

ometimes studying accidents
from other airframe types provides nuggets of gold for pilots
in the PA46 market. The accident we
consider in this article will be a landmark accident for the King Air market. It has all the intrigue of a mystery
novel and multiple recordings of the
accident, both video and audio, giving
the accident investigators a plethora
of data. This accident will cast light
on some dark corners of aviation, and
some of those dark corners exist in the
PA46 market.
On June 15, 2019, a Beechcraft
King Air 350 (N534FF) crashed at
the Addison Airport (KADS), killing
all 10 people on board. Shortly after
liftoff, the mighty King Air 350 yawed
left, turned left, rolled inverted, and
crashed into a hangar on the east side
of the runway. Several video cameras
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on and around the airfield recorded
the fiery and horrific event.
I fly the King Air 300/350 frequently, and I’m also a Designated
Pilot Examiner qualified to administer
the BE300 type rating, so this accident
interests me immensely. I understand
the King Air 350 airframe’s intricate
aspects as much as I know the PA46
airframes. Using my knowledge of
both aircraft types, I see parallels in
lessons that apply to both airframes.
There were many lessons to be
learned from this accident. The crew
made many mistakes, including terrible checklist usage, poor CRM (Crew
Resource Management), and plain-ole
poor piloting. The crew’s medical
condition was questionable, and there
too appeared to be questions about the
health of the engines before the flight.
There’s enough fodder on this accident
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to give present-day flight instructors
years of “what not to do” lessons.
But, I believe the smoking gun
will be the audio cockpit recording
that gave investigators a clue about
“power lever migration.” Even though
the final NTSB results have not been
published, the NTSB did release
an exhaustive 400+ page preliminary report in September 2020 that
highlighted the probability that the
left power lever migrated aft on the
takeoff sequence.
I’ve got to give a shout-out to a very
deserved hero in the King Air market.
Tom Clements has been a pillar of
strength to the King Air market for
decades, and his input into this accident investigation through his exhaustive instructional writings gave the
accident investigators the wherewithal
to interpret the clues related to “power

lever migration.” I only hope to be half
as influential in the PA46 market as
Tom has been to the King Air market.
We both do the same work in our
respective markets, and Tom has been
an unknowing mentor to countess
instructors, myself included. We met
once at a King Air Gathering event,
and I treasure him for being him, a
fabulous teacher that decided to be a
big fish in a small pond when he could
have been a big fish in the open ocean.
Basically, after the PIC of the King
Air 350 advanced the power lever to
takeoff power, it appears the left power
lever migrated aft unbeknownst to
the crew, reducing power on the left
engine and subsequently disarming
the propeller autofeather function.
The left-seat PIC had removed his
hand from the power levers, and the
right seat co-pilot did not respond by
shoving the left power lever forward.
It seems the PIC was a domineering
“just sit over there and watch me do
everything” sort of PIC who established an isolationist culture in
the cockpit.
In any King Air that loses an
engine, the airplane will yaw into
the dead engine. If the propeller on
the dead engine doesn’t feather, the
aircraft will yaw to the dead engine
even more violently. In either case,
if the pilot does not arrest the yaw
with strong opposite rudder input,
the airplane will roll inverted quickly.
With a windmilling (non-feathered)
prop (such as was on the Addison
flight), the yaw became uncontrollable
in literal seconds. In this instance,
it appears neither pilot noticed the
power lever that migrated aft, neither
reduced power on the good engine
or advanced power on the low-power
engine, and neither had the ability to
stomp on the right pedal with enough
force to stop the crash.
Why did the power lever migrate
aft? It appears that the deadly accident
in Addison may be attributed simply
to the lack of power lever friction
being applied. Neither pilot applied
the friction that could have stopped

the power lever migration. Are ten
people dead because of a friction
knob? Well, yes, little things matter
in aviation. It appears there are many
other contributing factors. Still, it also
appears that had either pilot applied
the power lever friction after setting
takeoff power, this accident would not
have occurred.

Can power lever
migration occur
in a PA46?
Yes! In a PA46, the power lever
can indeed migrate aft and, if so, the
power will retard with a potentially
dastard effect. With the power reduced
during a critical phase of flight (such
as a takeoff), the performance will
undoubtedly be less than expected,
and the unsuspecting pilot can deal
himself a deadly hand
of cards.
The bottom line is that the “throttle
quadrant friction” must be applied on
each and every takeoff. I see a complete lack of respect for the throttle
quadrant friction with many of my
clients on recurrent training. It is
easy to get out of the habit of applying
friction, and that habit can lead to a
scenario that results in a crash.
Before I go any further, a turbine
engine has a “power lever,” and a piston engine has a “throttle” (a pet peeve
of mine, I see those terms butchered
almost daily by pilots). In a PA46,
the “throttle quadrant friction” or
the “power lever friction” is the same
thing doing the same work. It applies
friction to all of the levers in the
quadrant, hindering movement. So, in
a piston PA46, the throttle, prop lever,
and mixture all have friction applied
to all three when “throttle quadrant
friction” is applied. In a turbine, the
same thing happens. In this article,
I’m going to use the term “throttle
quadrant friction,” “power lever friction,” or “friction” interchangeably.
So, let’s break this down and explain
how the lack of friction can cause a
crash. Let’s use a piston PA46 with a
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KFC-150 autopilot as an example. On
an airplane like this, the pilot will normally set up the flight director (you
are using the flight director on every
takeoff, right?) by selecting an initial
rate of climb and the initial altitude.
Usually, I suggest an initial rate of
climb of 800 fpm (or so, depending
upon density altitude and weight) for
a Mirage. This will provide a good
pitch attitude for the initial stages of
the climb. If this pilot were to take off,
soon thereafter turn on the autopilot,
and not apply friction, disaster awaits.
In the KFC-150, the autopilot will hold
the assigned vertical speed regardless
of the power applied. If the throttle
migrates aft, too little power may be
available, and the nose will pitch up,
increasing the angle of attack. The
KFC-150 could pitch the airplane into
a stall.
The same thing can happen to other
autopilots and other airframe types. In
many of the PA46 airframes, there are
autopilots installed with a “go around
button” (which should always be used,
if installed, on every takeoff) that will
guide the airplane to 7.5 degrees nose
up. If the power lever migrates aft, the
autopilot will still pitch for 7.5 degrees
and, if there’s not enough power, a stall
could occur.
Any stall that occurs shortly
after takeoff will probably be deadly.
All the ingredients of the deadly spin
cocktail are present in this scenario.
The wing will be stalled, and power
(which applies left yaw) will yaw the
airplane into a spin. A spin from
low altitude is unrecoverable and
always fatal.
Power-lever migration is a threat
in all of the PA46 airframes, but it is
especially so in the M600, M500,
and Meridian. Power lever travel is the
shortest in these airframes compared
to the others, and the power lever
seems to be the most finicky in these
airframes. This is a difficult opinion
to quantify, but as I fly all the PA46
airframes, this is my observation. It
just seems that the Meridians seem to
be more susceptible to the effects of
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power lever migration because so little
movement in the power lever makes
such big inputs to engine power.

flight in any turbine airplane. If this
occurs, the nose-down pitch attitude
needed to retain flying speed will be
so great that the crash will not be survivable. I repeat it, NEVER place the
power lever in any turbine into REV
or BETA in flight!
If the power lever is placed in the
REV or BETA position in flight, there
is much debate about whether or not
the propeller will come out of reverse
pitch in flight, and no one wants to be
that fatalistic test pilot. The bottom
line is, if you ever put your JetPROP
power lever into REV or BETA in
flight, it will be your last flight. You
will die. Sorry to be dramatic, but the
threat is so high that I must repeatedly
shout the warning!
In the JetPROP, there is little protection from going into REV or BETA.
The spring-loaded guard can be easily
lifted in flight, and the unsuspecting
pilot can easily go into REV or BETA
if the guard is lifted. The M600/M500/
Meridian has a MUCH better system
of protection with a guard that is
activated by the squat switch on the
nose gear trunnion. In the ongoing
“JetPROP vs. Meridian” debate, this is
one consideration where the Meridian
has a much better system of protection
than the JetPROP.
In a JetPROP, if the pilot grasps
the power lever with a fist, the fingers
will be touching the guard. Again, the
threat of touching that guard in flight
is simply too high. So, the JetPROP
pilot must train to move the power
lever with the thumb pointed up (with
a grounded finger) so that no part of
the hand touches the guard that keeps
the power lever from going into REV/
BETA. On this point, I am non-negotiable in the JetPROP.
In the other PA46 airplanes, I
strongly advise using proper hand
position on the power lever. Still, I
won’t be emphatic if the pilot has
been flying the airplane for years and
has become good at operating the
power lever with a fist. But, most pilots
cannot handle the power lever with
accuracy with a fist, even if they’ve

Are You Grounded?
There’s a related discussion that I
feel led to make concerning proper
control of the power lever/throttle. A
“grounded hand” is critical to proper
throttle management. In the turbine
PA46s, it is critical. In the piston versions, it is less critical, but many piston
drivers have turbine dreams, so it is
best for them to follow the advice I’m
about to give in case they move up in
performance.
When moving the power lever, the
hand must be grounded. By this, I
mean that some part of the hand must
be firmly touching something that
doesn’t move. The best part of the airframe to ground your hand is the power lever quadrant. To do this, the hand
cannot grab the power lever with a fist.
I see this frequently, and it is wrong
on so many accounts. Suppose you
hold the power lever with a fist (hand
facing down, grasping the power lever
with the entire fist). In that case, the
power lever will be moved with the
entire arm (big muscles), and there’s
virtually no chance that accuracy and
precision will occur for the small dexterous muscles in the hand and arm
will not be used.
The proper way to move the power
lever is with the right hand open, and
the thumb pointed upwards. The
middle finger of the hand should be
placed in the apex where the power
lever arm travels with the quadrant.
The middle finger will brace the hand
and sense the movement of the power
lever. In this position, the thumb or
pad of the index finger moves the
power lever forward, and the thumb
moves the power lever aft.
In the JetPROP, the hand position
is even more critical. In the JetPROP,
if the power lever is placed into REV
(reverse) or BETA in flight, the aircraft
will crash with resulting fatalities.
Let me say it more clearly: The pilot
must NEVER go into REV or BETA in
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been doing it that way (wrongly)
for years.

Write This!
My clients can testify that I conduct
the “handwriting drill” with pilots
that have improper hand position. I
try to do the drill on a slightly bumpy
flight, one with a little turbulence. I
ask the pilot to print his name on a
piece of paper attached to a kneeboard
or other flat platform on the lap. I
ask him to do it as neatly as possible.
Then, I ask him to print his name on
the same piece of paper, but I admonish him to “not let any part of the
hand, finger, or arm touch that piece
of paper.” Invariably, the printing with
the grounded hand is WAY better
than the printing with the ungrounded hand. Sometimes, the ungrounded
handwriting is completely unintelligible. The point? If you move the power
lever with an ungrounded hand, you
will move it without precision and
possibly over-torque, over-temp, or
over-control your engine. On takeoff
or landing, you simply must have the
ability to control engine power with
precision, especially on a bumpy day.
But – and here’s the most significant
point I hope to make – if you move the
power lever with a fist, you are probably not advancing the friction! There’s
simply no ergonomically comfortable
way to move the friction forward with
a closed fist. You MUST have proper
hand position on the power lever so
you can move the friction forward on
the takeoff roll.
When you are on the takeoff roll
on a piston PA46, you should advance
the throttle fully forward and add
friction while the throttle is being
held forward. I then place my right
index finger on the backside of the
throttle (when my right hand is not
doing other tasks), simply to provide a
cheap insurance policy against throttle
migration. In the piston PA46, if a fullforward throttle position either doesn’t
apply takeoff MP or doesn’t provide
enough MP, have that situation fixed
by a quality repair shop. You should

You Expect More. We Deliver More.
SALES | SERVICE | PARTS | AVIONICS

Take a Look at the New M600SLS

Introducing the HALO Safety System
Taking Peace of Mind to a Whole New Flight Level

Flightline

The new HALO™ Safety System recalibrates the scale of safety by incorporating innovative technology designed to
enhance situational awareness while also providing autonomous safety features that can engage automatically or
manually if ever needed. Incorporated as a standard feature on all new M600SLS aircraft, HALO includes the most

 Garmin Autoland: If necessary, HALO takes over
the controls and guides the aircraft to the nearest
runway for a precision landing.
 Automatic Level Mode: Returns the aircraft to a
wings-level attitude with zero vertical speed at the
push of a button.
 Autothrottle: The M600SLS includes a fully
integrated, standalone auto throttle, reducing
pilot workload. The single-lever autothrottle
automatically adjusts the aircraft’s power settings
to the landing approach.
 SurfaceWatch: Clear visual and aural cues
direct you to the correct runway on takeoff and
approach.

 Hypoxia Recognition System with Automatic Descent
Mode: Monitors pilot interaction when autopilot is
engaged at cabin altitudes above 14,900 feet. If needed,
the system brings the aircraft to a lower altitude to
allow recovery from hypoxia.
 SafeTaxi: A highly detailed, georeferenced airport map
shows an overlaid map of hold short lines.

Syncs with SafeTaxi maps to display
all ADS-B equipped aircraft and ground vehicles for
increased situational awareness.
 Flight Stream 510: A wireless gateway that streamlines
mobile device from the G3000 avionics system.
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won’t tend to inadvertently push the
power lever forward with a floating
hand in turbulence. I’ve seen pilots
over-torque their engine merely by
having their hand bump up against
an un-frictioned power lever in
turbulence.
On landing either a piston or a turbine, I recommend that no friction be
used. I want the ability to have unfettered travel of the throttle or power
lever. In a turbine, after the nose wheel
touches down, the hand can then be
moved to the “fist position” and easily
moved into REV or BETA, if desired.
Using the “thumb up” position is ergonomically difficult to go into reverse,
which is precisely what you want
until touchdown of the nose tire has
occurred. This movement of “thumb
up” to “fist” is the difference between

always be able to advance the
throttle fully and get full manifold
pressure (MP).
On a turbine PA46 takeoff, the
power lever is almost always advanced
with an eye on the torque meter.
There are a few times when ITT
limiting could occur in a JetPROP
on a high altitude and hot day, but
almost always, the limiting factor
on takeoff will be the torque meter
in a turbine. So, I advise the pilot to
advance the power lever smoothly
and slowly until the desired torque is
reached, and then apply friction with
a free finger of the right hand. After
applying friction, I place the index
finger of the right hand at the apex
of the power lever and the quadrant.
I’ll be able to feel any movement of
the power lever in this manner, but I

a well-trained pilot and a pilot that has
been trained by a newbie instructor.

Small Changes,
Big Results
Interestingly, I had a pilot come
to me recently who had experienced
a departure from the runway and a
subsequent nose gear collapse in a
Meridian. That pilot wanted to figure
out why the collapse occurred and
ensure it never happened again. We
went on an instructional first flight
after repairs were made to his airplane. I instantly saw improper hand
position on the power lever, non-use
of the friction on takeoff, full use of
the friction on landing, and improper
foot position on the rudder pedals.
This pilot was ham-handed with
the power inputs and was landing
with brakes applied inadvertently. It
did not take long for me to correct
his improper techniques, and he is
now flying his Meridian with precision and confidence. Simple little
tricks, but it is all the difference.
In the PA46 small things can reap
tremendous results, either positive
or negative. Who would think the
lack of friction could take down
an airplane? But it can, and it did.
If there’s any silver lining from an
accident that took 10 lives, maybe it
is that we can glean the nuances that
can make us safer. Friction is critical.
Hand position is critical. Make sure
you are practicing proper practices
on every takeoff and every landing.
It’ll make you safer.
Joe Casey is an ATP, DPE, CFI
(A/H), MEI, CFIG, CFIH, as well as a
U.S. Army UH-60 standard-ization
instructor/examiner. A MMOPA
Board member and chair of the
Safety Committee, he has been a
PA46 instructor for 14-plus years
and has accumulated 11,800-plus
hours of flight time, 5,000 of which
has been in the PA46. Contact
Joe at: joe@flycasey.com, or by
phone at 903.721.9549.
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

The Great Western

Cross-Country Flying Adventure
by Lauren Duvall

F

or the first time in more than five years, and
just three days before our Great Western Flying
Adventure, Meridian N888PK was unable to
dispatch. While updating databases, a circuit breaker
popped, a faint burning odor was noted and the lights
on the overhead switches failed to illuminate. A dimmer
module needed replacing. Luckily, our go-to mechanic at
our home base KHEF (Manassas, VA) was able to find a
part and had it rush-delivered for installation. Now good
to go, we were headed to our first fuel stop: Bloomington,
IL. Next stop: Fargo, ND! Make that Sioux Falls, SD for
weather please, ATC. Final West Coast destinations:
Columbia River Gorge for a wedding, then Bellingham,
WA for PA-46T initial training with Travis Holland!
Having flown on numerous flights with MMOPA
member Paul Himes, in both the Malibu and now the
Meridian, I was feeling proficient at “buttonology,”
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radios and setting up for climb, cruise, and descent. But
I don’t have to tell MMOPA members that takeoffs and
landings in a C-172, my rental plane of choice, are a much
different experience than in a Meridian. With no plane
rentals available for a few months during COVID, I was
determined to stay current and commit to becoming
a proficient PIC of the PA46T. Staying current during
COVID meant that Himes Island Air, as we refer to
ourselves, visited various project sites throughout the MidAtlantic. We were ready for a change of scenery and had
some excellent reasons to see the other side of the country,
including a wedding for my husband and me to attend in
the Columbia River Gorge in Oregon.

The Flight Plan and Adventure

N888PK would depart Manassas (KHEF), with my
husband, Eric, and Coco, Paul’s Boston terrier as our VIPs.

Paul and Coco pausing for some excellent
Montana coffee in Livingston, MT, a “drinky
town with a wind problem” that lived up to
its motto.

Fargo, ND was picked as the farthest west city we could
reasonably get to in two legs/one day of flying. After our
fuel stop in Bloomington, IL (KBMI), and while en route,
we watched the only thunderstorm in the upper Midwest
stall out over Fargo, ND. After six hours of flying that day,
we diverted to Sioux Falls, SD, headed into town for some
tall beers and good food for the night. Next stop the next
day: Livingston, MT (KLVM).
We flew into KLVM the next afternoon, ready for more
adventure. During trip planning, I queried why we didn’t
go to Bozeman, MT (KBZN), a mere 40-minute drive
and eight-minute flight west into a much more developed
airport. To me, KLVM looked like a dirt speck in the
middle of nowhere, and thoughts of getting stuck there
floated through my mind. Had we known a Livingston
brewery’s motto is “A Drinky Town with a Wind Problem,”
we may have decided to fly into KBZN and make the drive!

We would, however, have missed some excellent flying
experiences: an incredible arrival procedure over the valley
and the windiest departure I have ever been in the
cockpit for.
After two days adventuring around Livingston and
Bozeman, we were ready to depart up to Glacier Park
International on an extremely windy day (40 kts steady,
just a few degrees off the nose though). I watched Paul’s
sunglasses get swept off the top of his head and dance
across the tarmac toward the adjacent grass runway. Our
van transport (no Uber, Lyft, or taxis out here) waited for
us to make a go or no-go decision. The wind howled across
the valley and then, out of nowhere, a twin Cessna touched
down smoothly and taxied over and next to us
for shutdown.
“Smooth. No wind shear,” the pilot said, climbing down
from the cockpit. Thank goodness for the in-person PIREP.
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We watched the windsock for several minutes, seeing the
steadiness of the wind direction and strength unchanged.
Off to Whitefish, MT we went, with the Meridian having
a smooth, easy lift-off into the clear, blue, Big Sky of
Montana.
Arriving at KGPI (Glacier Park International, MT) was
an awe-inspiring experience, though similar to arriving
at KLVM over the mountains and through the valley.
On descent, almond-shaped clouds over the mountains
at our 12,000-foot altitude caused us to make a few
cautious deviations on our path to KGPI. Once clear of
the mountains, we entered the downwind for runway

“Would you like left or right of
course for terrain avoidance?”
Mount Rainer on a clear day.

Would you
like left or right of
course for terrain
avoidance?
Lauren starting the flight
portion of her PA46T initial
course with Travis Holland of
Shephard Aero.
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20 following some additional traffic. This airport was
surprisingly busy in times of COVID, as was Whitefish,
MT. With 36 hours before our first actual reservations of
the trip in the Columbia River Gorge region, we spent the
day in Whitefish perusing art galleries, drinking Montana
coffee, and welcoming the only and last chilly day (a mere
68 degrees F high) of the two-week adventure.
Next stop, The Dalles, WA (KDLS), another airport
tucked in a valley between mountains and adjacent to a
large river. A small regional airport, KDLS is also known
for its high winds. We watched the windsurfers on the
river’s white caps below us, and we landed in VMC on
runway 31 over the Columbia River.
Another Meridian with a similar
livery to N888PK sat on the ramp
outside of the FBO. Next to it, our
rental cars were ready for our drives
to Hood River, OR and Skamania,
WA respectively. Paul and Coco
were off to find photography
opportunities along the gorge,
and Eric and I were off to attend a
wedding.
After three days of fun and
adventures in the Columbia River
Gorge, it was time to drop Eric off
at Portland to head back east, and
for Paul, Coco, and I to head up
to Bellingham, WA for the muchanticipated PA46T initial training
with Travis Holland at Shepherd
Air. The quick one-hour flight from
KDLS to KBLI was the most exciting

Lauren Duvall and Paul Himes at the Port of
Friday Harbor Airport (KFHR) located on San Juan
Island, WA.

cruising experience: “N888PK, would you like left or
right for terrain avoidance?” Terrain avoidance? We were
climbing up through 18,000 feet at the time and peered up
through the windshield: Mount Rainer’s snow-covered tops
poked through a thin, scattered layer of clouds.

PA46T Training Begins

Travis met us at KBLI and pulled N888PK into his
executive hangar to rest up for another night before my
initial training began. Monday through Friday were filled
with a data dump of PA46T systems, anecdotes, and local
flying in the Washington and San Juan Island area. On
the first day, we completed at least 10 landings and two
instrument approaches in just one session. Throughout
the week, Travis was determined to progress me from a
tentative, Meridian co-pilot to a confident PIC who could
land safely on a 3,500-foot runway. Initial training with
Travis drastically changed my skill level and enthusiasm
for flying the Meridian, and I was ready to show these
honed skills our flight back east.
My confidence was quickly tested on our departure
from KBLI to KBIL (Billings, MT). The marine layer had
moved in along the Washington coast bringing with it

some moderate precipitation. Climbing through 14,000
feet, we noted some light icing beginning to build up.
Remembering our recent icing session with Travis, we
knew in about 4,000 feet of additional altitude that we
would be out of this messy weather. At about 18,000 feet,
that proved to be true and we quickly broke out of the
tops a few thousand feet above that. The PA46T is a great
airframe for getting out of light icing.
After a night in Billings, we continued to head east
toward Rapid City, SD (KRAP), found a rental car, and
spent the day perusing through The Badlands. The hour
drive at 80 mph (the legal speed limit) from Rapid City
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After attending Travis Holland’s
extensive initial training course, Lauren
left Billingham, WA a more confident and
knowledgeable PA46T pilot.
is well worth the visit to this Martian-like environment.
After yet another 24-hour stay, we were departing again
the next day, continuing east with a planned fuel stop in St.
Louis, MO (KSUS).
Fourteen days into our trip, Paul, Coco, and I were all
ready to get home. On our leg from KRAP to KSUS (for
fuel), and as is our SOP, we agreed that we would be smart
in our decision-making and not push ourselves to make
it home to Manassas, VA (KHEF) if there were too many
risk boxes checked. Thunderstorms were popping up over
the Appalachians along our path, but these build-ups were
isolated and easy to safely navigate around or divert if
needed. After a late lunch and an hour’s rest at KSUS, the
storms seemed to be losing energy, with several openings
to fly home. Checking out the icing forecast showed a

different story – forecasted moderate icing on our descent
home along with remaining scattered thunderstorms... No
thanks, I’ve never been to St. Louis so let’s check it out for
the night!
Before this epic trip of 4,600 nautical miles, 12 airports,
and 7 states, I was a newly minted instrument-rated pilot
as of February 2020, with a few gaps in my flying history
before that. This adventure has giving me incredible flying
experiences and lessons for which I am beyond grateful.
Having Paul as a mentor-pilot, training with Travis, and
committing to make safe flying decisions are what made
this trip such a success and life-changing experience.
Thank you to my friend Paul for having me along on this
journey and encouraging me to become a better, safer, and
more confident pilot.

Lauren Duvall is a Principal and the President of Himes Project Management, LLC, Lauren has extensive experience
managing and consulting on projects in local, state, and federal government, utilities and capital infrastructure, education,
and civil development. Lauren enjoys her time outside of the office with her family and friends, husband, their three mutts,
and respite home to foster children. She is an avid private pilot and enjoys all aspects of general aviation as well as scuba
diving, traveling, music, being outdoors, and RVing.
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SAFETY

JetPROP Engine Failure
Gone Bad
by Joe Casey

What we can learn from the tragic accident of N236KM.

I

think the hardest part of being a
professional flight instructor is
dealing with the grief that comes
when a fatal aircraft crash occurs with
clients whom I’ve trained. I’m not
talking about pilots with whom I gave
a one-time training flight, or pilots I’ve
trained minimally. I’m talking about
pilots I’ve trained repeatedly, year over
year, pilots with whom I’ve become
good friends and who I care about
deeply, pilots who call me
“their instructor.”

was the poster boy for PA46 training,
attending annual recurrent training,
M-Class events, and all sorts of “midyear training events” that denote him as
being serious about safety and training.

Kenny Hix is one of those pilots.
Kenny came to me about 5 years ago
as a Piper Saratoga pilot looking to
move up in capability. I guided him
through the maze of transitioning from
a piston to a turbine, ultimately into the
purchase of N236KM, a 1984 JetPROP.
In a weird fluke of scheduling, I did not
provide the initial training for Kenny,
but I’ve trained him countless other
times throughout his long JetPROP
ownership. So have other high-quality
CFIs. Kenny took training seriously.
But, my signature is found many times
in his logbook, and I am certainly the
CFI he’d call “his instructor.” Kenny
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with N236KM, and to start unpacking
what can be learned from this tragic
event so that it is not repeated.

So how is it that on the pleasant
afternoon of September 20th, 2020 I
got the call that N236KM had gone
down and that fatalities were involved?
It was that phone call you never want
to receive. There were four people
onboard and all perished in the
accident. What strange events could
occur that would take Kenny and his
loved ones out of the sky in such an
unsurvivable manner?

Like so many others, Kenny sat
in the brown leather chair in my
training room many times discussing
the intricacies of the JetPROP and
dissecting accidents in hopes of
learning more. He was a sponge for
learning, and I am 100% convinced that
Kenny would applaud my revealing my
perceptions of his accident in hopes
that others could avoid his fate. So,
I write with much fear, anxious that
I “get it right,” but write I must. I’m
convinced Kenny would want it so.

To say “it is early” is an
understatement. The NTSB and FAA
have not released their final report
on this accident, and I suspect many
things will be revealed as contributing
factors that we presently do not know.
But, there are already some lessons
that the living can learn from. So,
I’m sure there’ll be more to learn as
time progresses, but I sense that it is
important for our community to begin
the discussions of what went wrong

Kenny was flying from Horseshoe
Bay (KDZB) to Natchitoches, LA
(KIER) at FL190 when something went
terribly wrong. I’ve listened to the ATC
recordings many times and there is no
doubt that Kenny believed the engine
failed. I’m not sure why the engine
failed, and hopefully the accident
investigation will determine the cause.
But, the engine failure did not cause
the fatal accident. Engine failures
in predominant VFR conditions are
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usually survivable. The engine failure
created an abnormal situation, but
something else happened that caused
the fatality. Let’s break it down.

The Power of
Suggestion
Kenny was on a busy radio
frequency. Listening to the ATC
recordings reveal a controller who
was juggling many balls. There were
a number of airplanes coming onto
and leaving the frequency as Kenny’s
engine failed. These are the ATC
communications that are germane to
N236KM:
(00:00 of the ATC recording)
N236KM: “Center, JetPROP 36KM”
Long pause…no reply to N236KM, but
many calls to other aircraft.
(01:07) N236KM: “Center, 236KM
declaring an emergency”
(01:12) Houston Center: “236KM,
Houston Center, say altitude.”
(01:15) N236KM: “N236KM, one-eight
thousand one hundred.”
(01:19) Houston Center: “November
6KM, what is your assigned altitude?”
(01:21) N236KM: “One-Nine-O, we
are engine out now, we are looking at
direct uh Tyler, I think.
(01:27) Houston Center: “November
6KM, roger.”
(01:28) N236KM: “Unintelligible…
CNW behind us.”
(01:31) Houston Center: “November
6KM, roger.”
For the next minute or so it appears
that the controller thought Kenny said,
“in and out” when Kenny clearly said
“engine out.” The ATC recordings
reveal what appears to be background
recordings of a supervisor questioning
the controller about N236KM. As
Kenny was losing altitude, there
appeared to be some other airplanes at
lower altitudes that would conflict with
Kenny’s glide earthward. Based upon
the supervisor guidance, the controller
then went back to N236KM and asked:

(2:21) Houston Center: “N6KM, uh,
what altitude are you going to?”

27 NM from Coulter Field (KCFD,
4,000-foot runway)

(2:25) N236KM: “6KM, we are an
emergency, we are engine out, we are
going to, uh, Waco.”

35 NM from College Station (KCLL,
multiple runways, 7,000-foot runway,
control tower)

(2:30) Houston Center: “N6KM, you are
going to where? Waco, you said?”

48 NM from Waco TSTC (KCNW,
multiple runways, 8,600-foot runway
longest, control tower)

(2:34) N236KM: “N6KM,
affirmative.”
(2:36) Houston Center: “6KM, roger.”
(2:38) N236KM: “Unless you got a
better suggestion.”
It appears at this point the controller
finally figured out that N236KM had a
real engine out, notified his supervisor,
and then came back to N236KM with:
(2:55) Houston Center: “N6KM, as
far as suggestions, I do have an airport
just south of you, he’s uh, 4 miles
south of your position, 0TE4; another
alternative 51R Madisonville, behind
you about 20 miles.”
(03:09) N236KM: “Zero Tango…the
other one, Zero Tango…how long is
that strip?”
(03:14) Houston Center: “N236KM,
Zero Tango Echo Four, presently 5
miles south of your position.”
(03:19) N236KM: “OK, uh, what’s the
length of the field?”
(03:21) Houston Center: “N36KM, it is
a hard surface, 3,018 feet, uh runway
17/35.”
(03:24) N236KM: “6KM, yeah, roger
that, can we get a vector?”
Right there…that suggestion…that’s
a critical suggestion that changed the
course of this flight. Kenny clearly
stated that he was going to CNW, but
the power of the suggestion by ATC
changed everything. From the location
where I think Kenny experienced the
engine failure at FL190, he was:
5 NM from Hilltop Lakes, (0TE4, 3,018foot runway)
20 NM from Madisonville (51R, 3,200foot runway),
24 NM from Hearne (KLHB, 4,000foot runway)
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To be fair, Kenny had a tough
decision to make. Of all the places to
have an engine failure in the eastern
half of the United States (where we
usually think there’s plenty of airports
to land in an emergency), he had a
limited supply of really good alternate
airports. He originally turned to Waco,
but ATC’s suggestion to go to Hilltop
Lakes changed the plan. Was it a good
suggestion? Well, it certainly was the
nearest airport, but Hilltop Lakes is a
very small airport with a short runway
and no crash/rescue services.
My personal wish is that Kenny
would have decided to go to KCLL. I
believe he could have glided to KCLL
easily, but even if he could not have
done so, he could have glided to KCFD
as he was going to glide over KCFD
on the way to KCLL. KCLL has a long
runway, crash/rescue on the field, and a
control tower.
A key takeaway? Use ATC as a
resource, but you are the PIC of your
airplane and you make the decisions.
Once Kenny declared an emergency,
he could do whatever he wants to get
that airplane on the ground safely and
he selected a postage stamp to try and
land. There’s no doubt he could glide to
Hilltop Lakes, but could he have glided
to a better location?
Since Kenny’s accident, I’ve had
many clients come to me for recurrent
training, and I made four of them
guinea pigs for a “training experiment,”
duplicating the scenario of N236KM.
I’ve took those clients up to an altitude
and location where they had to make
a choice about where to land, and they
had choices similar to what Kenny
experienced. I administered a simulated
engine failure and let them make all the
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decisions about where to go and how to
get there.
All of the clients chose airports that
were far inferior to what I would have
chosen as “the armchair quarterback.”
To use military aviation jargon they
made choices that were “less than
optimal.” All of them found the
“nearest airport” in their GPS, and all
of them dutifully turned to that runway
ignoring the much longer runway with
crash/rescue services that was well
within gliding distance. All of them.
The point? “Nearest airport” very
well may be the nearest airport, but is it
the best airport? I know there’s lots to
think about when an engine fails, but at
some point in time, the decision-maker
in the airplane must make a decision,
or change the decision if a better option
is discovered, by applying critical
thinking. It is not easy and you’ll
certainly be “less than your best” when
in the “heat of the battle.” But, critical
thinking is critical.
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Who Wins the
Warm-up?

The Left Hand
and Airspeed

I love sports, mostly basketball
and CrossFit. I’ve been playing
basketball for nearly 40 years and still
play every Sunday night with a group of
guys in my hometown. I think CrossFit
is one of the reasons why I’m still able
to play basketball at my age, so I do
CrossFit often. We have a saying in
both arenas, “It doesn’t matter who
wins the warm-up.”

When your engine fails, the left
hand – the one holding onto the yoke –
is primarily responsible for one thing. It
is responsible for maintaining airspeed.
Maintaining airspeed is absolutely
critical. But, what airspeed should
you maintain?

In aviation, training with your CFI
is analogous to the warm-up. You can
fly an approach to minimums with a
view limiting device and your CFI in
the right seat during recurrent training,
but all of that is the warm-up – it is
just practice. The game is when you
are in hard IFR making a minimums
approach to an unfamiliar airport,
and your family is in the back reading
a magazine or watching a movie
oblivious to your challenges. You’ve got
to be good when it actually counts.

So, in my opinion, Kenny had a
survivable scenario by gliding to
Hilltop Lakes, but it was going to be
a difficult scenario. He had a small
target to hit and virtually no help
on the ground once he got there. In
the U.S. Army we discuss the most
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how well he did on the day of the real
engine out. Hopefully you’ll never have
a real engine out experience, but if it
does happen you are no longer in the
warm-up, you are in the game of your
life and it counts. You get one shot at it,
and it is for all the marbles.

How many times have you been
to a basketball game and watched the
pregame activities where one team will
dunk the ball incessantly and “show
off” their supposed skills? Usually in
the game that follows (that actually
counts), the other team plays like a
team, shows initiative, and wins the
game with sound fundamentals, which
may or may not include dunking.
Winning the warm-up doesn’t count.
Dunking in the warm-up doesn’t mean
a thing.

Kenny had a G500 with a pair of
Garmin 530Ws to navigate, and I know
he knew how to use them well. So, he
had the flight path marker and the
“blue banana” to help him determine
glide range. To me, those two features
of the G500 are phenomenally helpful.
In my opinion the flight path parker
is the most singularly helpful added
feature of any Garmin equipped
airplane, and a good reason to
upgrade from steam gauges for those
considering that potential. The flight
path marker is a feature that comes
with synthetic vision. I see many
clients that have a G500 but did not
purchase synthetic vision. To me, that
is a mistake. Synthetic vision is neat,
but the added feature of the flight path
marker is true game-changer.
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critical responsibility of a pilot in an
emergency, and that is “the survival
of the occupants.” As Kenny was
gliding to Hilltop Lakes, he had a
survivable situation, but he had a tough
engine-out approach to a small and
narrow runway.

For Kenny, I can attest he conducted
a gob of engine-out practice in
recurrent training. In fact, engine-out
practice is one of the most important
drills I train. But, it doesn’t matter how
well Kenny did in training, it matters
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If you have a piston PA46, your POH
advises that the best glide airspeed is
90 KIAS. This is mostly accurate, but
not exact for all situations. Best glide
speed is a moving target dependent
upon many variables related to density
altitude and aircraft weight. 90 KIAS is
a good average for average conditions,
so that is why 90 KIAS is posted in
the POH.
The Meridian/M500 POH lists the
best glide at max gross weight to be
108 KIAS.
In the M600, Piper matured
beyond the simplistic posting of one
average airspeed and gave a range of
speeds associated with gross weight.
These speeds range from 94 KIAS at
4,000 pounds up to 115 KIAS at 6,000
pounds. With the M600 POH, Piper
got it right.
While all of these speeds are useful
numbers, and they should be used
at the initial stages of an engineout scenario to ensure that you give
yourself the best opportunity to reach
the runway. A dangerous potential
exists in all of the PA46s if 90 KIAS
is used near the ground. If 90 KIAS is
used near the ground, there might not
be enough energy to arrest the rather
large rate of descent that can exist in
certain engine-out scenarios. If you
approach the ground at 90 KIAS in an
engine out scenario, you might end

Des Moines
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Here’s pertinent verbiage from the
NTSB Preliminary Report:

up smacking the ground much harder
than you anticipate, bending your
airplane. In an engine-out scenario, I
recommend using 110 KIAS in all of
the PA46 versions. At 110 KIAS, there
is plenty of energy to arrest the rate of
descent in the flare to touchdown, and
there is minimal loss of glide range.

“Commercially available flight track
data, which aggregates and georeferences
FAA data sources, continued to receive
aircraft data as the airplane turned to
a final approach segment. The last data
point showed the airplane about 1 mile
north of the approach end of runway 15
at 0TE4 at an altitude of 1,250 ft, 169
knots groundspeed and on a ground
track of 145°.

So, back to Kenny’s flight in
N236KM: Snapshots of the aircraft’s
performance in the descent show
an airplane that was vastly over any
interpretation of “best glide airspeed”
for much of the glide down to Hilltop
Lakes. I suspect that Kenny knew he’d
be able to glide to Hilltop Lakes and
knew he could descend faster so he
pushed the nose forward and accepted
the increase in airspeed. And, maybe
he had an extenuating situation in
the emergency that we are presently
unaware? Had there been smoke in
the cockpit or a fire in the engine
compartment, it would be totally
justified for Kenny to have descended
much faster to get on the ground
quicker. For now, we simply do
not know.

Witnesses located about a quarter
mile south of the end of runway 15
reported seeing what they described as
the airplane taking off, before noticing
the propeller was not turning. They
stated they saw the airplane in a left
bank just prior to the nose dropping and
the airplane impacting the ground in a
near vertical attitude.”
So, when Kenny was on a one-mile
final approach to the runway, he was
at about 700 feet above the ground at a
speed that was far above any airspeed
that would be considered appropriate.
Why was he so fast? We don’t know
now, and we may never know. The
excess airspeed probably caused him
to overshoot the runway, which is what
is alluded to in the second paragraph
from the NTSB preliminary report
excerpt above.

But, the last data point of the altitude
and airspeed of N236KM showed the
airplane to be at 169 knots groundspeed
at an altitude of 1,250 ft on final
approach to RWY 17. That is far too fast
to approach a runway.

Kenny was a great man and a great
friend to many, including me. He was
also a great pilot that I would have
trusted with my loved ones onboard
any day. I cannot offer higher praise.
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It appears that Kenny overshot the
runway, and then had to make some big
decisions in a quick fashion. I suspect
he was looking for the best alternative
landing spot since the runway was
now behind him, but two things were
about to happen that caused the fatal
accident: the airspeed decreased and
there was a turn.
It appears that Kenny stalled
the JetPROP at a low altitude, with the
resulting nose drop to an incipient spin.
And, dang that spin. A spin from low
altitude in any PA46 is unsurvivable.
Kenny probably succumbed to the #1
killer in all of general aviation, the stall/
spin accident.
As Kenny missed the runway, I
suspect he was turning left to try and
find a suitable location to land. But,
the turns he created also created what
the experts call “maneuvering flight,”
which is a fancy term for saying that
the airplane was not in level flight.
Usually the term “maneuvering flight”
is used when accident investigators
describe a “buzzing accident,” or an
accident when turns occur at low level.
In any turn, the stall speed goes up
due to the increased load factor on the
wing. Simply put, it is easier to stall an
airplane when the airplane is turning.
So, Kenny was close to the ground
with a low airspeed and a turn. It
is classic conditions for a stall/spin
accident. The stall/spin can happen
in many other scenarios, not just an
engine out approach. But, a botched
approach in an engine out scenario is
certainly a prime candidate for a stall/
spin accident.
In an engine-out scenario, the left
hand on the yoke controls airspeed.
The approach angle is controlled by
managing drag factors. That’s right,
drag controls where the airplane lands.
Gear, flaps, the pitch of the propeller,
spoilers (if installed), and a possible
slip are all acceptable tools in the pilot’s
toolkit. If the pilot wants to glide the
farthest distance, then the gear and
flaps should be up (clean), the prop
feathered, the spoilers retracted, and

the airplane should be in coordinated
flight. If the pilot wants to steepen the
approach angle, then the gear and flaps
should be extended, the prop pushed
forward, the spoilers extended, and a
full slip should be employed. In either
extreme, the left hand of the pilot
should maintain airspeed.
But, when the earth is filling the
windscreen in an engine out landing,
it is human nature to pull back on the
yoke. But, pulling back on the yoke
erodes airspeed and increases the
angle of attack. If the airspeed is not
controlled, then the deadly stall/spin
becomes a real possibility.
If the PA46 is flown into the ground
in a wings level, flying (not stalled)
condition, the occupants will probably
walk away from the accident. The “life
capsule” of the PA46 is remarkably
strong and can withstand incredible
amounts of energy if flown to the
ground, especially if the wings are able
to dissipate some of the energy in the
landing roll. Had Kenny not stalled the
airplane, he’d probably have a crazy
story to tell and an insurance claim to
navigate, but he’d probably be alive to
tell the story.

simulated emergency. When I hear of
the audio recording of Kenny’s flight,
I hear a pilot that is under control, in
command, calm, and “working the
situation.”
When Kenny came to training, he
always came with Don Broussard, a

20,000+ pro pilot that is one of my
most trusted mentors. I trained Don
in N236KM, but more often than not,
I always learned from Don. He is an
aviator’s aviator, a wonderful person,
and one of the best friends of Kenny.
Don and Kenny live near each other

Enhanced Flight

The bottom line is the stall/spin
accident is unsurvivable. Read that
sentence again. Unsurvivable. If you
stall/spin a PA46 at low altitude, none
of the occupants will survive. The
descent rates of a spinning PA46 are
simply too great to survive. You must
avoid the stall/spin at all costs. I cannot
say it more plainly.

Jet Swiss

What I’m Not Saying
While it sounds like I’m throwing
Kenny under the bus, know that I am
not! Kenny was in the “heat of the
battle,” and I can assure you that any
pilot’s performance drops significantly
when stress is added upon stress. As a
DPE, I’m able to see how stress lowers
a pilot’s ability to perform. I’ve seen
pilots completely freeze on the controls,
lose focus of significant instrument
information, and even throw up
their hands in resignation during a
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when an emergency occurs, and both
Don and I agree that we could have
succumbed to pressures while in “the
heat of the battle.”

and both flew the JetPROP frequently.
Of all the people impacted by Kenny’s
death aside from direct family, I suspect
Don felt the “punch in the gut” more
than anyone else upon learning of
Kenny’s fate. No one knew Kenny better
from an aviation perspective than Don,
few knew Kenny better, period.

Final Take-Aways
I sure hope I got this analysis of
N236KM right! It is so early after the
accident, and I’m sure that more data
will be revealed. But, even if I got some
of the analysis of this accident wrong,
the “lessons learned” are applicable.
In an engine-out scenario you must
use critical thinking to select the best
landing spot, you will be in a life-anddeath situation, and you must avoid the
killer stall/spin scenario.

Don and I agree, Kenny had a tough
situation. We are both flabbergasted
that Kenny would be the one to
succumb to a stall/spin accident. Even
with Don’s 20,000+ hours and my
15,000+ hours, neither of can give
100% assurance that we’d have done
any better than Kenny in his situation
for we don’t know all that Kenny
was experiencing. Was there another
emergency situation during the flight?
Was there an anomaly in the airplane?
Were his passengers adding stress?
All of us will be “less than our best”

My heart goes out to Kenny and
his family. It has been four months
since the accident (as of this writing),
and it all still seems surreal. Kenny was
a great man and a great friend to many,

including me. He was also a great pilot
that I would have trusted with my loved
ones onboard any day. I cannot offer
higher praise. In piloting we must be
good each and every time we cross the
wing spar and enter the cockpit. Any
pilot can have a bad day or a bad event,
and I think Kenny would have landed
his JetPROP safely 99 out 100 times in
the scenario that he encountered on
September 20th, 2020.
Unfortunately, aviation is also very
unforgiving, especially when it relates
to the stall/spin accident close to the
ground. Nothing we can do now will
bring Kenny or his loved ones back, but
we can grow from his experience and
prepare ourselves for the eventuality
that an engine failure might happen.
If it does, I hope you will be ready.

Cox
Ron Cox Aviation Services
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MEMBERS

Avoiding the Rough Ride

While wind shear forecasting models are
getting better, wind shear and severe turbulence
continues to bend aircraft. Take advantage of
all the tools available. by Dianne White

I

t was early November and the
planned cross-country flight
from Pensacola, FL to Kansas. As
often typical that time of year in the
northern hemisphere, the struggle
between seasons is underway as the
polar jet moves south and brings
the season’s first significant cold
fronts. Thus, was the case on the
day of our intended flight. After
much analysis, I determined that the
front was slow moving with widely
scattered precipitation anticipated.
The front was forecasted to run out
of energy mid-afternoon and become
stationary. Closer to the low-pressure
center located in Iowa, convection
was forecasted down through eastern
Missouri to Memphis. Sure enough
that morning, cells were starting to
manifest north of our route on radar.
I decided to launch midday as the
front ran out of gas.
At about 140 nm from the front,
the ride was smooth with light rain
and pockets of moderate rain. From a
strategic point that far out, NEXRAD
confirmed what I was expecting to
see: large areas of green and smaller
yellow returns…nothing that looked
terribly concerning (read: convective).
By the time I reached the front in
VMC between layers, the Memphis
Center frequency was inundated with
aircraft – from FL450 down to 6,000
feet – reporting moderate turbulence.
A Citation 40 nm north of my route
climbing through 11,000 reported
wind shear and severe turbulence. I
pulled back the power in anticipation,
and within minutes it hit: some of the
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worst wind shear I’ve experienced in
three decades of flying.
In addition to the effects of
turbulence, I observed tremendous
variations in indicated wind direction
– shifting from 10 kts tailwind to
48 kts headwind. Groundspeed
varied wildly, and the autopilot
got a workout to maintain heading
and altitude. All the time, I kept
my hand on the yoke and eyes
on airspeed, ready to take over if
necessary. Meanwhile, the ForeFlight
map became heavily populated
with PIREPs all around, reporting
moderate turbulence. A good friend
who happened to be passing overhead
at FL450 in a CJ3 told us later that the
turbulence “rocked their world” as
they passed over the front.
We have all been taught that
whether or not wind shear conditions
are expected, the pilot must be able to
recognize it when it occurs. What are
the indications you’re in a wind shear
event? Let’s review:
• Indicated airspeed variations
in excess of 15 kts;
• Groundspeed variations
(decreasing headwind or
increasing tail wind, or a shift
from headwind to tailwind);

• Vertical-speed excursions of
500 fpm or more;
• Pitch attitude excursions of five
degrees or more;
• Glideslope deviation of one
dot or more;
• Heading variations of 10 degrees
or more;
Wind shear may be vertical or
horizontal, or a mixture of both
types and is usually associated with
fronts, jet streams, thunderstorms or
convective clouds, mountain waves or
microbursts. At higher altitudes, clear
air turbulence is often associated
with wind shear and can be violent.
In the worst cases, it can lead to loss
of control.
As Advisory Circular No 00-30C
notes, wind-shift areas associated
with pressure troughs and ridges are
frequently turbulent. This accurately
describes what we flew through on
that day.
While prediction tools, forecasting
models and onboard turbulence
detection are getting better and
better, wind shear and severe
turbulence continues to bend
aircraft and cause onboard injuries.
Beyond the severe jolts, which can
cause structural damage, airspeed

AOPA

The surface map and radar returns the afternoon of my flight.
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fluctuations and G-loading can lead
to a high-altitude upset.

Get to Know the
Graphical Turbulence
Guidance Model

The Nov. 4, 2018 jet stream analysis provides a clear
indication where turbulence and wind shear might
be found, especially when considered along with the
surface analysis map.
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The NWS’ Graphical Turbulence
Guidance Model provides an analysis
and forecast for clear air turbulence
as well as mountain waves, and it
includes turbulence information
beginning at 2,000 MSL all the way
to FL450. Also, turbulence guidance
is now available as an ADS-B
product, so that you have access when
connected to an ADS-B input source.
(On ForeFlight’s map, there is a slider
that allows you to view the layer at
the altitude of your choosing.)
It also uses a more nuanced color
gradient scale based on the eddy
dissipation rate, or EDR, which is a
universal measure of the rate at which
energy dissipates in the atmosphere.
These are automated forecasts
without human input like you’ll find
with AIRMET Tango and SIGMETs
for turbulence. ForeFlight has some
excellent blog posts on their website
that fully explains the NWS GTG
products and how they are created.
It’s worth a read or review.
In addition, we have access to realtime conditions through graphical
PIREPs – an incredibly useful tool for
in-flight decision-making. Finally,
queries to ATC can help draw out
more details on what others have
reported. Together, all of these
tools give us the ability to better
flight plan and make in-cockpit
decisions to minimize our exposure
to dangerous turbulence. However,
the most important tool is the one
between your ears: that’s where you
can interject experience, knowledge
plus a measure of conservatism and
humility to your decision.
Today, I have the benefit of
hindsight to analyze whether I
should have launched. But perhaps
more importantly, I now have some
valuable experienced-based insight
that I can apply to future go or
no-go decisions.

Save the Date

2021 MMOPA Convention
Sept. 2-4, 2021 • Nashville, TN
Fall 2021 marks the return of the MMOPA Convention live and in person! MMOPA will host
this year’s gathering at the JW Marriott-Nashville, located in heart of Music City and a mere
two blocks from historic Lower Broadway.
The JW Marriott is the perfect combination of world-class luxury and southern flair. The hotel
features a museum-worthy collection of contemporary art, a full-service spa, rooftop
terrace, and pool, as well as dramatic indoor/outdoor event spaces that
complement the neighboring eclectic Lower Broadway which is home to
great live music and fun retailers.
The MMOPA Convention will feature 2.5 days of education, exhibits,
entertainment, and everything PA46. You will hear from some of the
top experts and leading thought-leaders in the aviation industry on
topics covering safety, operations, decision-making, updates on the
latest technology, and excellent workshops and breakouts.
Our host airport will be Smyrna KMQV with Azure Flight Support
serving as our host FBO.

Nashville

� Registration opens the first week of June. �
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Your MMOPA Membership:
The Benefits of Belonging
Whether a pilot is considering the purchase of a PA46 for the first time or an experienced
owner looking to extend their knowledge, MMOPA is the go-to owner-pilot organization
for all things PA46-related. We are now nearly 1,400 strong and have a deep reservoir of
resources and some of the best PA46 experts in the industry to serve you.

Here’s a quick review of the benefits you
receive as part of being a MMOPA member:
code, weather radar, summer weather flying
refresher, G1000 approaches refresher,
understanding slip/skids and more.

Website – The MMOPA.com website if full
of resources, news, event information and
videos. Looking for an M500 POH, checklist or
operational analysis spreadsheet? You’ll find it
in “Resources.” There is also a “Marketplace”
for buying and selling aircraft, parts and other
common items that pilots requires.
Member Forum – Our most popular member
benefit, the Forum is a place where members
can share best practices, ask operational or
maintenance questions or seek advice from
other members – many who have deep knowledge
of the PA46.
MMOPA Magazine – Mailed bi-monthly,
MMOPA Magazine is one the oldest ownerpilot magazines in the aviation industry. Each
issue features a wide range of topics such as
maintenance, piloting, safety, association news
and member features. The magazine is also
available in electronic form and back issues are
available under “Resources” on the website.
MMOPA Direct – Monthly e-newsletter with
updates and news.
MMOPA Webinars – During 2020, MMOPA
embraced the use of videoconferencing and
internet-based events through a series of
live webinars. These events were recorded
and available for members to watch and rewatch. Topics include: Hypoxia, navigating tax
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MMOPA Uncowled – This is an ownermaintenance event led by MMOPA’s top
airframe/engine gurus that teaches members
how to be better stewards of their aircraft as
well as best operational practices that improve
the reliability and safety of their aircraft.
MMOPA Uncowled is intended to be in-person
event featuring “uncowled” aircraft and engines
for hands-on learning. However, in 2020, the
pandemic required this event to be held virtually
(See Resources on mmopa.com for a recording.)
In late 2021, look for information about a
live MMOPA Uncowled held at Mead Aircraft
Services and led by Kevin Mead.

MMOPA Safety Stand Down – This one-day,
fly-in event teaches timely topics that
addresses some of the most pressing issues
affecting safety in the PA46 community. In
2019, the SSD event was held simultaneously in
7 locations around the country. During the
pandemic, MMOPA held the event virtually and is
available for viewing “Resources” on MMOPA.
com. Look for MMOPA SSD return to in-person
events in 2021.

MMOPA Hotlines— Dial 203-303-7851 to
connect directly to the association’s leading
aviation specialists:
Airframe & Engine Issues – Kevin Mead
Avionics Issues – Arnold Hill
Legal Matters – Jerry Trachtman
MMOPA Matters – Dianne White
Support & Advocacy – Send an email to Jon
Sisk at jsisk@mmopa.com or Dianne White at
dwhite@mmopa.com.
Free Fuel Stick — If you own a PA46-310/
350P, you can receive a complimentary fuel
measuring stick for your aircraft. Send a
request along with your mailing address to
dwhite@mmopa.com.

Access to MMOPA 2020 LIVE — In lieu of our
traditional annual convention, MMOPA hosted
its first-ever live streaming digital convention,
which featured three days-worth of intense
learning about your PA46, as well as fantastic
sessions on safety, maintenance, operations and
more. The event was recorded for members to
watch at their convenience. You can purchase
access to this event by going to MMOPA.com/
convention.
MMOPA Annual Convention – For 2021,
MMOPA will return to an in-person event, but it
will feature a virtual, live broadcast component.
The event will be held Sept. 2-4 at the JW
Marriott in Nashville, TN. Look for more details
in the coming months.
As always, your Executive Director Dianne
White is available to help. Feel free to reach out
anytime to: dwhite@mmopa.com.

GARMIN OnePak Database Subscriptions &
Garmin Pilot Discount — Members receive a
sizable discount on their database & Garmin
Pilot subscriptions. Your personalized discount
codes for these services in your account profile
on the MMOPA.com within the following week.
Be sure to download the instructions found in
a link below the codes.
Jeppesen Subscription Discount – If you
utilize a Jeppesen subscription for your
avionics, MMOPA members receive a
20% discount off of your 1-year NavData
subscription, 50% off Trip Kits for electronic
charts outside your stand geographic region for
28 days, and 10% off training and pilot supplies.
The savings alone pays for your annual dues!
To access the discount, send an email to:
GA_OEM@jeppesen.com.

Jet Shades Discount — $100 off any set
of Jet Shades for Piper aircraft. Only for
purchases online. Use the discount code:
MMOPA100

Leading weather expert Scott Dennstaedt
presented several presentations to MMOPA,
both in a webinar and at the virtual convention.

MMOPA hosted its first-ever live broadcast
virtual convention that featured 3-days-worth
of educational content. All sessions are available
for replay.
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Q U I Z
How well do you know MMOPA and the PA46? Send us your correct
answers and we will award the first 10 with a top-quality MMOPA
garmet-washed embroidered cap.

➊ When was the Meridian first certified?
a)
b)
c)
d)

➏ In 1991, MMOPA convened its first

meeting of its Board of Directors. Who
was elected as its first president?

2000
1999
2002
2003

a)
b)
c)
d)

➋ What year did the 3-blade Hartzell

composite propeller became standard
on the Mirage?
a)
b)
c)
d)

➐ In 2020, Piper introduced the M600
SLS. What does the nomenclature
“SLS” stand for?

1994
1996
1998
2000

a)
b)
c)
d)

➌ In 1999, the autopilot in the Mirage was
upgraded from the KFC-150 to a new
autopilot with altitude pre-select and a
faster processor. What was the model?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Maintenance expert, grew up in what
Midwestern town?

S-TEC 55
KFC225
S-TEC 1500
GFC700

a)
b)
c)
d)

MMOPA?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Kevin Mead
Chuck Ivester
Joe Lechtanski
Mark Spitzer

Convention?

enhancement was implemented on the
PA46?
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Training
Safety
Community
Advocacy

➓ Where did MMOPA hold its 2017 Annual

➎ Starting at SN 197, what major
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Olathe, KS
Bartlesville, OK
Lyons, KS
Hutchinson, KS

➒ Which is NOT one of the three pillars of

the book “Understanding, Maintaining
& Flying the Piston PA46,” which is
available on Amazon.com?

a) Increased takeoff weight of
4,358 & structural wing change
b) Dual Garmin 530s
c) Pilot’s heated windshield
became glass
d) Meggitt Magic panel offered as
an option

Speed, Legacy and Style
Safety, Luxury and Support
Speed, Land-o-matic, Safety
Safety, autoLand, Service

➑ Kevin Mead, the MMOPA Hotline

➍ Who is the MMOPA member who wrote

a)
b)
c)
d)

Langhorn Bond
Mark Swatek
Sy Weiner
Bill White

a)
b)
c)
d)

Colorado Springs, CO
Amelia Island, FL
New Orleans, LA
None of the above – it was canceled
due to a hurricane.

Email your answers to dwhite@mmopa.com.
Correct answers will be published in the
next issue!
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Save the date

Future Conventions*

2021

September 2-4, Nashville, TN

2022

May 18 - 21, Greenbrier, WV

2023

May 17 - 20, The Broadmoor
Colorado Springs, CO

2024

Date TBD
*(all dates/locations considered tentative)

Paul Bowen
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Become a
Lifetime
Member
Show your commitment and
support of MMOPA by
signing up for the Lifetime
Membership for only $1,750.

McVinnie

Lifetime Members receive subscription to MMOPA
Magazine
and access to the Forum for life without having to hassle
with renewing.
In addition, Lifetime Members will take part in a private
reception at the Convention, receive recognition in the
magazine
and receive a special gift box containing premium, logoed
items, including:

The last aviation weather book
you’ll ever need to buy!
Excellent book,
covering a wide
range of topics in
an accurate but
intuitive fashion,
exactly what
pilots like.

Scott Dennstaedt

~ B777 Captain
Edoardo

I purchased and read the book immediately
after it became available, the best money
I've ever spent! ~ John O.
Order your soft cover or e-Book today at

https://pilotweatherbook.com

Co-authored by Captain Doug Morris &
CFI/meteorologist Scott Dennstaedt
46
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•
•
•
•
•

Custom Yeti
Luxurious logoed blanket
High-quality weekender bag,
Cotton-twill baseball cap
Lifetime Member vinyl sticker for your plane,
computer, hangar, etc.

CORPORATE ANGEL NETWORK

Cancer Patients

Filling Empty Seats With Hope
Corporate Angel Network arranges free travel on
corporate aircraft for cancer patients
traveling to Angel
Corporate
and from treatment. Business jet travel makes it
possible for patients, especially those in locations
with minimal airline access, to travel to specialized
medical centers.
Contact us today to learn more about patient travel
services or to donate space on your aircraft.

It's wonderful that organizations like the Corporate
Angel Network are able to help connect those most
in need of flights to those who are flying.
-Henry Maier, President and CEO, FedEx Ground
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corpangelnetwork.org I Westchester County Airport - White Plains, NY I (866) 328-1313

Domestic Service Centers

15

8
13
5 4

9

11 17

12

2

10

6

3
1

18

28
7

24

21
19

14

27

25

29

20

26

23
22

Southwest
1. Coast Aircraft
Services
San Deigo, CA
Tel: 858-436-4556
2. Loyd’s Aircraft
Maintenance, Inc.
Bakersfield, CA
Tel: 661-393-1588
3. Mather Aviation
Van Nuys, CA
Tel: 818-782-7473
4. Mather Aviation
Rancho Cordova, CA
Tel: 916-364-4711
5. Mangon Aircraft, Inc.
Petaluma, CA
Tel: 707-765-1848
6. Martin Aviation
Santa Ana, CA
Tel: 714-210-2945
7. Cutter Piper Sales - PHX
802 E. Old Tower Road
Phoenix, AZ 85034-6000

Northeast

Northwest
8. Western Aircraft Inc.
Boise, ID
Tel: 208-338-1800

14. Three Wing Aviation
Group, LLC
Stratford, CT
Tel: 203-375-5796

Midwest
9. Des Moines Flying Service, Inc.
Des Moines, IA
Tel: 515-256-5300
10. Tri-State Aero, Inc.
Evansville, IN
Tel: 812-426-1221
11. Muncie Aviation Company
Muncie, IN
Tel: 800-289-7141
12. Kansas City Aviation
Center
Olathe, KS
Tel :800-720-5222

15. Shoreline Aviation, Inc.
Marshfield, MA
Tel: 781-834-4928
17. Tiffin Aire
Tiffin, OH
Tel: 419-447-4263
18. Skytech, Inc.
Westminster, MD
Tel: 410-574-4144

Southeast
19. Texas Piper North, Inc.
Addison, TX
Tel: 800-288-8375
20. Texas Piper South, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
Tel: 210-340-6780

13. Executive Air
Transport, Inc.
Muskeson, MI
Tel: 888-844-2359

21. Abilene Aero, Inc.
Lubbock, TX
Tel: 806-747-5101
22. Naples Air Center
Naples, FL
Tel: 800-226-4000
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23. Flightline Group, Inc.
Tallahassee, FL
Tel: 850-574-4444
24. DLK Aviation
Kennesaw, GA
Tel: 770-427-4954
25. JPS Aviation LLC
Monroe, LA
Tel: 318-387-0222
26. Sun Aviation, Inc.
Vero Beach, FL
Tel: 772-562-9257
27. Skytech, Inc.
Rock Hill, SC
Tel: 803-366-5108
28. JetRight Aviation Maint.,
LLC
Nashville, TN
Tel: 615-360-2592
29. Daytona Aircraft Services, Inc
Daytona Beach, FL
Tel: 386-255-2049
30. Advanced Aircraft
Center
Miami, FL
Tel: 305-259-8291

International Service Centers
Aviation Unlimited
Toronto Buttonville Airport
2833 16th Avenue, Box 101
Markham, Ontario L3R0P8
Tel: 905-477-4655
Mustang Maintenance & Repair
216 Avro Lane
Calgary, Alberta, T3Z3S5
Tel: 403-286-1129
Prairie Flying Service, Ltd.
Suite 200-3035 Tutor Drive
Regina, Saskatchewan S4W 1B5
Tel: 306-569-3700
Handfield Aviation, Inc.
4920 Route De L’Aeroport
St. Hubert, QC J3Y8Y9
Tel: 450-676-6299
J.P.Martins Aviacao Ltda.
Av. Olavo Fontoura, 780
Campo de Marte
CEP 02012-021
Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil
Tel: +55-11-3538-2555
Hangar Uno, S.A.
Aeropuerto Internacional San
Fernando
1646 San Fernando
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: +54-11-4714-8100
Durandal International S.A.
Luis De La Torre 1004
Montevideo
11300 Uruguay
Tel: +598-2709-7267
Aeroneed/Nimbus
Av. Alcalde Fernando Castillo
Velasco 7941, La Reina
Region Metroploitano, Santiago
Chile
Tel: +56-9-8828-1994
Seijiro Yazawa Iwai Aviation S.A.
Edificio No. 126
Pan America Corporate Center
Edificio Aggreko, Planta Baja
Panama Pacifico
Republica de Panama
Tel: +1 (305) 458-1671
Talento Technico En Aviacion
Juan Salvador Agraz
65 Colonia Santa Fe Cuajimalpa
Piso 12
Mexico D.F.
5348
Tel: 555-662-3100
International Aviation Support B.V.
De Zanden 113
7395 PG
Tegue, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 55-323-1967

IAE Ltd.
Hangar 2
Cranfield Airfield
Bedford MK43 0JR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-123-4750661
MCA Aviation Ltd.
Business Aviation Centre
Hangar 603, Aviation Park
North East
Bournemouth International Airport
Dorset, BH23 6NE
England - United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (1202) 571711
British European Aviation Limited
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow
Buckinghamshire SL7 3DP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-1789-470476
RGV Aviation Ltd.
Gloucester Airport
Hangar SE40
Cheltenham GL51 6SP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-145-2855501
Piper Generalvertretung Deutschland AG
Flughafen Kassel
Calden D 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-5674-70452
ARLT Aircraft Services
Flugplatz, Halle 4
Worms, DE-67547
Germany
Tel: +49-624-1-23373

Spessart Air Service Center
Flugplatz Aschaffenburg
Großostheim D-63672
Germany
Tel: +49-602-66066

Wings Over Asia
66 Seletar Aerospace View
WOA Aviation Hangar-66, #03-01
Singapore 797509
Tel: +65-6659-6225

Wilhelm Tank GmbH
Flugplatz MariensielWilhelmshaven
Sande D-26452
Germany
Tel: +49-442-1201010

Aero Facility Co., LTD
Shimbashi Plaza Bldg. 15F
4-9-1 Shimbashi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0004
Japan
Tel: +81-3-5402-6884

JB Investments Ltd
U1. Redutowa 10
Warszawa 01-103
Poland
Tel: +48-227-369919

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aeroporto Cantonale di Locarmo
Gordola CH-6596
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-7453388

OK Aviation Sales, s.r.o.
Airport Příbram
Drasov 201
261 01 Příbram
Czech Republic
Tel: +42-31-8690644

RUAG Schweiz AG
RUAG Aviation via Aeropuerto 12
CH-6596 Gordola
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-735-2940
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flugplatz Vosleau
Osterreichische-A-2540
Austria
Tel: +43-225-2790894

Sim-Aviation
2nd Otdelenie s/za
“Solnechniy” 16
350012, Krasnodar, Russia
Tel: +78-61-2222200

AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Graz
A-8073 Feldkirchen
Austria
Tel: +43-316-296149

Cirrus d.o.o.
Tragovina, Prozvodnja
Tkaiska 12
SLO-3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel: +38-63-4286230

UNI-FLY
Odense Airport
Hangar 37
Odense DK-5270
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
Flugplatz Wallmuehle
Tel: +45-6595-55044
Atting D-94348
Germany
European Aircraft Sales ApS
Tel: +49-942-9716
GI. Skolevej 26
5642 Morud
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
94474 Vilshofen,
Tel: +45-4016-5401
Flugplatz 2
Germany
Air Service Vamdrup
Tel: +49-854-18974
Flyplassveien 25
N-3514 Honefoss
Piper Maintenance GmbH
Norway (Norge)
Flughafen Kassel
Tel: +47-21-999-708
Calden 34379
Germany
Fanmei Aviation Ind. Group Ltd.
Tel: +49-567-470480
5 Wang Chong Street
Yongchang Township
Röder Präzision
Beichuan Qiang
Am Flugplatz
Sinchuan, China
Egelsbach, D 63329
Tel: +86-138-8028-3396
Germany
Tel: +49-610-34002670
Porta Air Service GmbH & Co. KG
Flughafen 9
Porta Westfalica D 32457
Germany
Tel: +49-573-176730
M M O P A
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AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Linz, Hoersching
Osterreich A-4063
Austria
Tel: +43-722-164532
Airflite
26 Newton Road
Perth Airport
Western Australia 6105
Tel: +61-8-9478-9088
National Airways Corporation
Gate C, Hangar No. 104C
Lanseria Airport, Lanseria, 1748
South Africa
Tel: +27-11-267-5000
Global Aviation SA
Civil Aviation Airport of
Pachi, Megara
Megara, 19100
Greece
Tel: +30-22960-81154
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Pilots N Paws

Malibu Aerospace............................................................. 7
®

Mark Spitzer...................................................................36

is an online meeting
place for pilots and
other volunteers

McVinnie Aviation...........................................................46
Paul Bowen Photography................................................ 45

who help to transport rescue
animals by air. The mission of
the site is to provide a userfriendly communication venue
between those that rescue,
shelter, and foster animals; and
pilots and plane owners willing
to assist with the transportation
of these animals.
A general aviation transport
requires just one pilot volunteer
and is far more efficient and
dependable than time-consuming ground transportation for these
animals who are often in danger of euthanization. Volunteer pilots
retain complete authority of their planning and flights, and can give as
much or as little time as they like. Flights are tax deductible 501c3.

Pilots N Paws.................................................................. 50
Piper Aircraft Inc................................................Back Cover
R.C. Avionics................................................................... 11
RJ Tutt Aviation............................................................... 16

Pilots Paws

Ron Cox Aviation Services............................................... 36
Scott Dennstaedt............................................................46
Skytech Inc....................................................................... 9
Texas Top Aviation, LLC...................................................11

SIMPLE AS 1-2-3
No bothersome paperwork required! If you love to fly, and you love
animals, please join us now! It’s easy, it’s fun, and it’s extremely
rewarding. Joining is easy and takes just
a minute of your time.
1. Go to www.pilotsnpaws.org
and register
®
2. Post your information and
read other posts
®
3. Wait for contacts /make
contact with others
www.pilotsnpaws.org
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ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
JENNA REID
Phone: 1-800-773-7798
Jenna.Reid@vpdcs.com
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Piper
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